The Packaging Summit Conference releases the “Power of Packaging”

The inaugural Packaging Summit Conference – scheduled for May 16-18, 2006, at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center, in Rosemont, Illinois – is a cutting edge educational event aimed specifically to those involved in the containers, materials, and contract packaging and services sectors of the packaging business.

The Packaging Summit Conference – developed in cooperation with the Institute of Packaging Professionals (IoPP) – will include several educational tracks across the three day event. Focusing on the power of packaging, a series of concurrent educational programs will give attendees the opportunity to pick and choose which tracks are most relevant for their packaging objectives.

The Packaging Summit Conference:

- Is a one-of-a-kind, major packaging conference with two trade show elements attached: Packaging Containers & Material Expo and Packaging Services Expo
- Allows attendees the opportunity to choose specific educational programs for idea generation while encouraging multiple visits to the trade show floor to obtain packaging solutions

The Institute of Packaging Professionals is the leading individual membership organization serving the educational needs of the packaging community. It is committed to providing continuing educational programs of interest and value to all packaging professionals. These programs cover all packaging related areas of business and technology, as well as fundamental principles. The organization, its activities and operations support the development of the best possible packaging programs and events. For more information, please visit www.iopp.org.